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2016 Camp Evaluation-Camper Outcomes
Participant Information
County
Colusa
Humboldt
Los Angeles
Mariposa
Napa
Placer
Sacramento
Sutter/Yuba
Tulare
Total

N
13
26
164
26
104
129
85
107
47
701

61.2% of the sample was female; 81.4% were campers (versus teen staff). 67.9% were in a club
back home; 77.3% plan to return next year, 4.0% said no, and 18.7% weren’t sure. The average age
was 12.22 years (range was 7 to 19 years) and the average number of years attending camp was
2.57 (range was 1 to 10 years).

Outcomes
We asked a total of 30 questions about 4 outcomes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Affinity for Nature
Responsibility
Friendship Skills
Confidence

Rather than analyze the 30 items individual, we tested to see if they “hang together” as a scale. They
all should, as the first 3 are scales from ACA and the next one is a scale from a commonly used
measure of positive youth development. First, we got the reliability of the scales. Ideally, scales will
have an alpha reliability of .70 or higher. All scales look great.
Scale
Nature
Responsibility
Friendship
Confidence

Alpha
.88
.94
.96
.80

Next, we ran a test to see if all the items made 1 factor for their scale. For example, the
responsibility scale has 4 items (of the 6 total) that ask about “mistakes”—do these 4 items hang
together on 1 “factor” and the other 2 items make another “factor”? All tests showed that each set of
items made up 1 factor, so we will make a scale for each set of items to analyze.
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Mean Scores
Below are the mean scores of each scale, also divided up by whether the participant was a Camper
or Teen Staff.
Scale
Nature
Responsibility
Friendship
Confidence

Overall
3.61
3.58
3.78
4.12

Camper
3.61
3.46
3.72
4.09

Teen Staff
3.64
4.09
4.05
4.34

We tested for differences in scores between Campers and Teen Staff, and found that Teen Staff
scores were significantly higher than Campers on 3 outcomes: Responsibility, Friendship, and
Confidence.

Note: For Affinity for Nature, Responsibility, and Friendship Skills, the scale is 1= Decreased, 2= Did not
Increase or Decrease, 3= Increased a Little Bit, 4=Increased Some, I am Sure, and 5= Increased A lot, I am
Sure. For Confidence, the scale is 1=Strongly Disagree, 2=Disagree, 3=Neither Agree nor Disagree, 4=Agree,
5=Strongly Agree.
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Rating of Camp
Scale
Overall
Camper
Teen Staff
Mean rating of camp
8.44
8.41
8.65
There is no significant difference in the rating of camp between Campers and Teen Staff.
Previously it has been found that youth who rated camp higher had higher scores on the outcome
scales. We tested this again, for the whole group and by whether the participant was a Camper or
Teen Staff. We used correlations to test the relationship between rating of camp and the outcomes;
low correlations (low relationship between the variables) is 0-.30, a moderate relationship is .31 to
.59, and a high relationship is .60 to 1.0. The correlations are the table below; for example, the
relationship between the rating of camper and the Nature scale for the overall sample is .47. There
were no significant differences between the Camper and Teen correlations.
Scale
Nature
Responsibility
Friendship
Confidence
**p<.05; ***p<.001.

Overall
.47***
.45***
.46***
.35***

Camper
.47***
.43***
.46***
.36***

Teen Staff
.42***
.49***
.45***
.20**
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Camp Differences
*Means for each county will be reported in the county-specific reports provided at the end of
September. Also note that Colusa, Humboldt & Mariposa had sample sizes under 30, so comparisons
should be made with caution.
Scale
Rating of Camp
(range=1-10)
Nature
(range=1-5)

Responsibility
(range=1-5)

Friendship
(range=1-5)
Confidence
(range=1-5)

Differences
Napa (M=8.95)> Placer (M=8.07) and Sacramento (M=7.71)
Sutter-Yuba (M=9.01)>Placer (M=8.07) and Sacramento (M=7.71)
LA (M=3.71) >Placer (M=3.35) and Sacramento (M=3.32)
Napa (M=3.90)>Placer (M=3.35), Sacramento (M=3.32), and Humboldt
(M=3.11)
Sutter-Yuba (M=3.95)>Placer (M=3.35), Sacramento (M=3.32), and
Humboldt (M=3.11)
LA (M=3.89)>Mariposa (M=3.17), Placer (M=3.35), Sacramento
(M=3.19), and Humboldt (M=3.13)
Napa (M=3.71)> Sacramento(M=3.19)
Sutter-Yuba (M=3.76)>Sacramento (M=3.19)
LA (M=4.06)> Sacramento (M=3.52) and Placer (M=3.58)
Sutter-Yuba (M=3.95)> Sacramento (3.52)
No differences by camp

Gender Differences
We tested to see if there were any gender differences in the outcomes. There were only significant
differences for responsibility and confidence, in which boys reported higher responsibility
(Mean=3.66 versus 3.50 for girls) and confidence (Mean=4.21 versus 4.07 for girls). When we
break this down by camp, we see some interesting differences.
Responsibility
County
Colusa
Humboldt
LA
Mariposa
Napa
Placer
Sacramento
Sutter-Yuba
Tulare

Mean for boys
2.71
3.27
4.07
3.56
3.95
3.29
2.91
4.06
3.48

Mean for girls
3.79
3.06
3.75
2.99
3.49
3.35
3.35
3.58
3.74
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Confidence
County
Colusa
Humboldt
LA
Mariposa
Napa
Placer
Sacramento
Sutter-Yuba
Tulare

Mean for boys
3.33
3.80
4.36
3.95
4.40
3.96
3.86
4.46
4.38

Mean for girls
4.39
4.20
3.96
4.34
3.85
4.15
4.08
4.18
4.12
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What was the best part about camp?
1. I think the best part was Tribe Talks
2. Height hike
3. short courses. Fun in the forest because we got to build shelters with limited supplies. Shoelaces
and tarp!
4. The best part of camp was going on hikes, being with my friends and fun in the forest. Also
singing.
5. The night hike and the me dance are my absolute favorite!
6. The short courses. Like fun in the forest.
7. arts, crafts
8. food
9. Theme dance
10. food
11. food
12. the best part of camp was the morning hike
13. Sending people around the water is super fun, but I also like the themes.
14. Try to make shelters with what we are given
15. Movie night, archery, entertainment at night and arts and crafts. I also like the night hike
16. Ryan
17. I was fun!
18. Archery
19. Everything, it was fun and there is no way to describe it.
20. Night hike and meeting lots of friends
21. all the different activities and not having too many activities during the day that drag on camp.
The people are great too.
22. meeting new friends!
23. cooking
24. The best part of camp was how we got to do skits
25. free time!!
26. Add questions about performing and stage fright! Theme dance was the best part though. `
27. playing gaga ball, honestly.
28. every single second!
29. Everything
30. Meeting new people and playing games and housing the talent show. Dances and a lot of the
staff memebers.
31. Finding friends
32. skits and songs. For having fun is the best part.
33. All of the different activities that I love and not being forced to do things.
34. Getting to know new people
35. The night hike
36. the parties.
37. ARCHERY
38. Food and new friends
39. I loved the hike because we saw lots of animals and I joined the bananas slug club.
40. The best part was getting to be around my friends and meeting new people.
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41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.

58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.

The free time talking to my nurse Amy.
I liked the morning hike, entertainment and hanging out with my friends.
I loved the outdoor cooking.
Hanging out with friends
making new friends and all the staff are so nice!
None of it.
spending time with my friends at lunch
Hanging out in nature and all of the staff and counselors and making new friends.
food and short course were the best parts of camp.
archery,but its so hard to decide.
Theme dance
Food and tribe talks
When top staff got mustard on them
All of it
Everything.
Hiking
The best part about camp was playing knockout and gogo ball because those games are really
fun and intense sometimes. I also like going on the morning hike because of the sunrise. I liked
the night hike because it was scary as well as super fun.
Being outdoors
The theme dance because I get to have an awesome time with my friends
Swimming and getting to meet new friends.
the best part of camp was bonding with everyone and doing fun activities together.
The night hike and making friends.
Archery.
The best part was tribe talks.
sleeping by my friends was the best part.
The night swim
Entertainment
Making a fort
Activities
The best part of camp was being outside and having fun challenges
Everything.
Entertainment at night.
Minimal responsibilities
Arts and crafts!
Sleeping outside and playing gaga ball
Spending time with my tribe and top staff
All the activities we do.
Everything
Everything
The best thing about camp was showing up.
everything
Meeting new people and making memories with my friends
Hanging out with my friends without any videos of eachother
Theme dance and night hike
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85. camp fire
86. The game gaga ball
87. seeing my friends that I have not seen in a while
88. Being friends with people I normally would not.
89. The best part of camp was meeting new people and seeing nature out in the open.
90. my favorite part of camp was being rivals with the dark side.
91. getting to meet one of my new best friends.
92. Going on the nature walk.
93. Just having fun and being entertained.
94. The food and fun in the forest.
95. Night hike
96. I really like all of the campfires we have. They are so fun!
97. Getting to know people!
98. The dance
99. everything
100. everything
101. everything
102. with my friends
103. food,hike with friends, swimming and swings
104. finding my best friends
105. the dance
106. The water olympics
107. life guarding
108. the water olympics
109. hanging out with friends
110. The dance was the best part of camp
111. The skits at campfire
112. The dance
113. Was being able to have time in our bunks to play games,tell stories, and talk.
114. The best part of camp was hanging out with my friends.
115. The hike to bulurds bar was super fun
116. I get to meet a lot more friends and I get to see them all here at camp.
117. Being with friends, competing with others, campfires, and everything else overall.
118. everything
119. everything
120. the dance
121. making new friends
122. Making friends
123. Playing with friends
124. playing with friends
125. getting to hang out with my friends & the dance
126. Getting to hang out with my friends and getting to make new friends. I also like the dance.
127. Pretty much everything. Specifically the skirts or the food & people. The dance.
128. Getting to be with friends is my favorite part of camp
129. The best part of camp was when we had the dance
130. Getting to know people.
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131. dance
132. It was the dance because it was really fun
133. dance
134. The food and counselor camp fires
135. stay up with all my friends
136. dance
137. everything, campus is great
138. campfire and water olympics
139. making friends
140. painting and hanging out in nature
141. bunktime/naptime/robotics
142. The dance and bunk time
143. hanging out with my friends and making new friends. The dance at the end is really fun too.
144. The best part of camp was getting to have competitions without counselors participating to
try to win
145. My favorite part of camp was the group activties
146. It was all amazing.
147. The dance
148. I think my best part was making new friends playing games and the dance.
149. The best part about camp was the dance.
150. everything
151. everything
152. color group activties and the dance
153. Playing with friends
154. Getting to dance with my friends/boys and color groups
155. Having fun with my friends and the games- dance.
156. hanging out with friends and making new friends
157. Playing with my friends
158. everything don't shut it down!!!
159. Water olympics & campfires
160. The game things
161. The game things
162. Making new friends!
163. The dance
164. Meeting new friends that had same interests as me
165. Making lots of friends and the many wonderful meals
166. campfire
167. sleep
168. The water olympics!!
169. everything to get outside makes me feel food
170. Going on a hike and finding the fish
171. swimmig, playing, being in my bank, and dancing
172. The dance
173. Robotics
174. Food, friends, and making new friends
175. playing games
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176. swimming!!!
177. Everything but mostly the free time and dance
178. Getting to hang out with my friends and overall just having fun with everyone
179. The best part of camp was doing the amazing race with my color group 2nd complete task
on the challenge they give you
180. Doing skits with my color group
181. everything
182. The dance
183. I loved hike and the fish
184. Making new friends with the staff/campers
185. everything
186. working with the little kisd
187. everything
188. freetime!
189. pool
190. The best part of camp was the campfires
191. dance
192. The night hike through last years was better
193. everything
194. The best part of camp was making new friends that are of all age groups
195. Being with the people I love for an entire week and being able to enjoy there company. it's
the best week of the year.
196. I thought in my opinion being in a cabin with other kids was the bet part
197. movie night and being in the talent show
198. Being accepted to the dance
199. Spending time with my friends
200. The best part of camp is all adult/teen staff. they are great people to talk to!
201. The best part of camp was meeting and hanging out with friends and spending a lot of time
outside.
202. Meeting new people
203. talent show/movie night
204. Abby & Gabby
205. the people
206. free time
207. I loved hanging with my friends and just being surrounded by nature. Also getting the
chance to be surrounded by nature
208. Being a staffer again and making new friends
209. The friends I made a long with the respectability of being a staffer way very valuable. i like
being someone others look up to.
210. meeting new friends
211. The slip and slide.
212. doing many fun activities
213. sleeping, giant swing, and music.
214. I thought that everything was fun, but I think the giant swing was the best.
215. The best part of camp was the dance.
216. The giant swing
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217. Everything.
218. I think the best part of camp was almost everything but the best was the giant swing.
219. The dance.
220. water time and giant swing
221. I believe that the best part of camp was the dance.
222. slip 'n' slide
223. The giant swing
224. slip-in slide because it was fun!
225. the big swing and rock wall
226. going to the giant swing!
227. swing and swim and slip and slide
228. The big swing and the climbing wall.
229. The best part of camp was archery because I have always wanted to shoot a bow but I could
never find time.
230. Making new friends
231. not enechen
232. The slip and slide
233. The giant swing.
234. shooting BB gun
235. I enjoyed working with the kids. The adults took care of situations that I could not control.
236. I enjoyed becoming freinds with Lucia, Logan, Ava, Keeth. I loved going canooing, playing
sports, and being spirited. I liked the dress up for the lunches.
237. The best part of camp was getting closer to the other staffers & my cabin, tribe, & meeting
all of the wonderful chaperones.
238. Canoeing/swimming
239. Being out in nature
240. The part of camp we spend the most time at was cabin time, so I think that's were I had the
most fun
241. Almost everything.
242. swiming.
243. I strongly love "Bearfoot time" because you get to hangout with your friends.
244. Doing Big games with the tribes
245. Being told that Larry likes my back more than my face
246. Everrything
247. Capture the Dino
248. Barefoot time/smores/capture the dino
249. I think the best part of camp was meeting new friends as seeing my friend make lots of new
friends.
250. The best part of camp was beig with my new friends I made. Also almost about everything.
251. The giant capture the Dino and Justina reading us Greek stories at bedtime.
252. The best part of camp was getting to know other people and the food.
253. Being with the kids and spending time with my friends.
254. The best part was meeting people
255. Talent show!
256. canoeing
257. going swimming
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258. The bes part of camp was spending time with people from last year. And also going
canoeing
259. leading the children
260. Being able to connect with the other kids not only as a staffer this year but also a camper
last year.
261. ?
262. getting to know all of the new campers and seeing all the old campers.
263. Achery
264. there were 3 part archery, art & crafts, and swimming
265. The activitys
266. capture the DINO
267. capture the dino
268. All of the activities, capture the dino, the dance, water olympics
269. The people there and the friendships I made
270. Everything; Friends, people, some of the games, the dance
271. Everything! and friends, capture the dino, dance
272. spending time w/ all the great people not just staff, but the kids as well.
273. Being in the shade and playing games in the shade...
274. Free time
275. food, free time, hanging out with my cabin buddy (I only had 1 girl in my cabin), working as
the hostess
276. Gaining more responsbility, both for myself and for others, and recognizing that change in
myself. as well as having others recognize it.
277. morning job to inspiration point or rest time
278. The night hike
279. meeting new people to be friends with
280. night hike
281. freetime
282. my best part of camp is when i get to spend time with my friends
283. my cabin was the best part we trust each other!
284. freetime, being able to do activities like archery
285. Seeing all my friends and running to give them hugs
286. freetime
287. hanging with friends in the cabin and ding archery and free time.
288. being with my friends
289. freetime we can play sports
290. team morning activitys and night time
291. the food, nature, meeting new friends
292. meeting all of the people i met
293. swimming and freetime
294. The best part of camp is when we had to create a boat out of cardboard and suck tape and
also mail call.
295. Being able to make new friends and not being w/ my parents
296. meeting cora and tiffany. tie dye.
297. seeing my friends from the year before was the best part of camp and i am glad to make new
friends
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298. when their is free time to have fun.
299. the talent show
300. meeting new people and reconnecting with old friends while making the relationships
stronger
301. making sure the kids have a good time
302. breakfeast, lunch, and dinner
303. The best part of camp was freetime.
304. Making new friends and going to the outdoors
305. Getting away from the city and being with people I know will not judge me.
306. seeing my old friends that I have been going to camp with for years and participating in
everything.
307. I really enjoyed going to the pool with my friends.
308. Playing ping pong
309. Doing cool things with my team mates
310. The food
311. everything.
312. experience staff, for the first time. jobs + responsibilites
313. the creek walk
314. My part was I did the cokie run it was fun.
315. The cookie run. I love sneaking out doing the cookie run. I really want to rewind that day so
i can do it again and again.
316. Arts & crafts & swimming
317. The lake
318. haveing feebum
319. Craft shack/cabin time
320. everything
321. I think that the best part of camp is swiming in the lake with my friends and meeting new
friends. Also the food too. Also sitting by the campfire.
322. The dance!!!
323. The Best part was probaly Going home
324. Being with my friends and sister.
325. the campers
326. The staff
327. Meeting new people and having fun together
328. being in the lodge with Dennis at 4:30 in the morning
329. To go swimming and learn new things.
330. Going swimming and pushing Chris off the dock.
331. The best part was everything but I love archery, canoeing, and meeting new friends.
332. Making new firends, canoing, swimming, and spending time with my firends.
333. Everything
334. everything
335. Fishing
336. Everything
337. The fishing
338. The zipline
339. Swimming and zip lining
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340. doing stuff I haven't done before
341. Working with others to make the best camp.
342. Making friends.
343. The kids having fun
344. The kids having fun
345. Meeting new people
346. All of it
347. I loved water day way more than last year.
348. The danst
349. The best part of camp was getting to know all of the campers.
350. The dance and the food and the JC's
351. The counselors always being by us and never on their phones
352. Swimming in the lake
353. Zipline
354. Meeting new people
355. The best part of camp was when I met new firends.
356. The best part of camp was probably fellow campers at the waterfront.
357. The best part of camp was boating pattle boarding and kyacking
358. having the freedom to be a counselor and trusting that I won't get that freedom taken from
me.
359. boating
360. The dance
361. The Zipline
362. The JC's
363. zipline
364. Spending time with the JC's
365. The best part of camp was the dance.
366. The JC's they are funny
367. Water day
368. Free time, water game, free time
369. Sports and Water Day
370. water day / sports day
371. Being with my friend
372. Meeting new friends
373. Fishing
374. Sports day
375. making new friends
376. The best part was going on the zipline.
377. friendships
378. gettig to know more people and feeling accepted and knowing my own worth
379. The best part of cmap is watching the campers as they grow as people and getting to know
them better. I enjoy helping them have a great time.
380. Being involved with campers and showing them how its nice to get away from family.
381. The best part of camp was free time
382. The best part of camp was meeting lots of new people and the food.
383. making new friends
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384. The best part of camp was the night when it was past bedtime and everyone in our cabins
were lagging and making jokes.
385. Interacting with the campers and staffers.
386. meeting new people
387. making new friends
388. The rest time
389. Everything
390. Being able to spend time with my friends
391. Being known really well and making new friends.
392. making new friends.
393. ping pong
394. The amazing food!!!
395. Talking with my cafumates at 1 am
396. Being able to care about nature with my friends
397. rest time and free time
398. I enjoyed free time
399. food
400. Going home
401. Going on the cookie run.
402. Everything!
403. Movie Night
404. Free time
405. I loved spending time with my friends. In addition, I loved the Abby + Gabby, I always
looked foward to that part of the evening. I feel like I got close with some staff, which I also
enjoyed.
406. meeting new friends
407. The part of camp was being with new friends.
408. meeting all the new people/hanging out with different people/seeing my friends again
409. The best part of camp this year was being able to spend time with my friends, and getting to
know my new and old friends better.
410. The best part of camp was going to the watering whole.
411. Seeing friends that you would only see once a year and meeting new people.
412. The best part was having freedom to do many things
413. Meeting new friends and assistant staff so I feel like staff.
414. seeing the kids have fun and make new friends.
415. talent show
416. Becoming closer w/my friends and being move comfortable
417. The food and also getting know new people and becoming friends with them
418. meeting so many new people
419. Looking and enjoying natures beauty, also talking to friends
420. Night Hike, Definitely
421. Decorating the cabin
422. The food is amazing. The kitchen staff does an amazing job.
423. Getting to know people in my cabin and on my team
424. hike
425. The Dance
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426. The best part of camp is hanging out with the staffers
427. Freetime
428. The last part was archery
429. Everything
430. There was no "best part" because I liked all of it!
431. sleeping
432. I love Abby & Gabby, & other embarrassing fun things. I also really love being scared on
night hikes. Archery was also a lot of fun.
433. Everything. It was great that there was a variety of activities.
434. The best part of camp was the new responsibility of being in staff as well as the freedom.
435. meeting new people & making memories & long lasting friends.
436. Being with my friends/new friends
437. Sleeping
438. being with my friends
439. Abby and Gabby
440. hangout with my friends
441. Free time because I could do my job as stuff.
442. Every single part of it
443. For me the best part of camp was the food, and the night when I talked to my cabin mates.
444. Everything, but I would have to say having my own campers & being in a lot more things.
445. The best part of camp is getting to socialize with new people and friends.
446. I is the dance.
447. Meeting friends and food.
448. The swings and the food.
449. My friends.
450. Getting to meet new people and learning different things about people I know.
451. Being with my friends
452. Free time
453. Abby and Gabbys
454. The pool
455. Getting to see all my friends
456. Everything the activities , friends and everything
457. Free time
458. The part of camp for me is definitely archary and table tennis because I had tons of
challenges in ping pong and in archery I was always challenging myself to get a perfect shot.
459. Reuniting with friends
460. The talent show
461. Finally being recognized by all my peers and children as a hard working and fun staffer.
462. Capture the flag
463. Looking @ the stars @ night, meeting campers
464. Meeting campers, bonding with the tribe
465. I think canoeing is the best part because you get to go in the water.
466. Food!
467. Being able to be in nature with my friends.
468. art and crafts
469. The staff and canoeing. and meeting new people.
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470. Making new friends and sleeping in the outdoors with the hundreds of stars above my head.
471. Working with others.
472. Working with others.
473. The meal times and campfire. The food was amazing and the skits, talent show etc. was
really fun!
474. capture the dinosaur
475. The campfire songs. The moose song.
476. swimming
477. The talent show
478. Meeting new people.
479. The best part of camp was meeting new friends and becoming closer with friends from last
year.
480. cobbler
481. the food!
482. the dance
483. Definitely not the cold showers
484. getting to work with campers
485. campfire
486. staff time off
487. The best part of camp was being looked up to by the campers.
488. staff time off
489. worms
490. stashins
491. ueblik, bubbles and learnig about incexts
492. Seeing the awed faces of the campers while learning.
493. The Bubbles

494. The snacks
495. bus
496. I learn who to.
497. bubbles
498. Learning what types of insects are good for a garden.
499. The kids.
500. ALL OF IT
501. The food and the amazing people and staff, esspicially Jaime and Dan Sirwatzcky.
502. I love how it feels like a big family.
503. The Food + Counselors. Jaime + Dan
504. everything
505. cooking/fire
506. the Fire
507. Building confidence
508. zip line
509. everything was amazing
510. The best part of camp was the people and the games. The counslers made me feel right at
home and helped me learn alot of new things.
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511.
512.
513.
514.
515.
516.
517.
518.
519.
520.
521.
522.
523.
524.
525.
526.
527.
528.
529.
530.
531.
532.
533.
534.
535.
536.
537.
538.
539.
540.
541.
542.
543.
544.
545.
546.
547.
548.
549.
550.
551.
552.
553.
554.
555.
556.

Getting to see what kids are going to the fair with there anamals.
Meeting new frieinds and getting to know old ones better.
camp fire
The best part of camp was playing quiddich in the meadow.
Launching eggs on the catapult.
camp fire
campfire & sally stories. seeing councilers get pied in the face
archery and zipline
Campfire and singing song, sally stories, and watching counselors get pied in the face.
zip line
The best part of camp was the zip line
Archery
The best part of camp for me was going backwards on the night zip.
The best part of camp was meeting new people and making new friends.
Quidditch is my favorite.
Hanging out with all of the counsler!!!
Noot Noot
everything probably having best tent + camp counselor friends.
I would say hanging out with my friends, + everything else!
zip line
The best part of camp for me is the hiking up to the river.
FOOD breakfast lunch dinner dessert it was the Best!
Quittich. tent time.
Quititch
Everything, I would not want anything to change.
Meeting New People!
I love the leadership role and how it alows us to get more comfortable in group settings.
The lake!!!
the food.
at the lake conning
I love getting to interact with campers and other staff members.
RED MOUNTAIN HIKE & NIGHT ZIP
The zipline and the activities.
Food
Everything!!!
I liked the night zip the best
The red mountain hike on the second to last day.
The best part of camp is the zipline.
The best part of camp is a tie between the zipline and archery.
zipline
Activities
I really liked the outdoor cooking and ziplining.
The zip line/night zip.
going to the lake
The zipline, hiking, and archery was the best part of camp.
The best part of camp was meeting new people
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557. zip line
558. I think that the best part about camp is the fun thinks like the zip line and the ropes cours
and food
559. None (would be rope course but they don't have it.
560. Being with friends.
561. Astronomy
562. Hanging with roni. And my friends.
563. zipline
564. the hike up to the lake.
565. Lake.
566. Night zip, lake, songs, the great campers and the other counslors.
567. The zipline, outdoor cooking, how the councilors are so nice and friendly.
568. All of it
569. Kyaking at the lake
570. The party! :)!
571. I can't choose.
572. zipline & campfire
573. The Red Mountain hike and trip to the lake was definitely a highlight.
574. The best part of camp was the activities & making new friends.
575. The best part of camp was meeting new friends in my tent and all the activities we did.
576. The best part of camp was zipline.
577. The lake hike.

578. everything
579. Everything was the best
580. Meeting new friends
581. The food.
582. food!
583. having the chance to be in charge of camper and gaining experience in making quick
decisions.
584. climbing tree to zipline or being with my buddies :).
585. zip line
586. The best part of camp is tent time because we get to do whatever we want with our friends.
587. the zip-line
588. Meet all my friends like zoe and annadella.
589. Hanging out with my friends.
590. the zipline
591. Hanging out with my BESTIES! And TENT TIME!
592. Probably having done the night zip.
593. The activities
594. The zipline
595. snow cones
596. Being with my special biddies :).
597. The food and making tons of friends!
598. the food
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599.
600.
601.
602.
603.
604.
605.
606.
607.
608.
609.
610.
611.
612.
613.
614.
615.
616.
617.
618.
619.
620.
621.
622.
623.
624.
625.
626.
627.
628.
629.
630.
631.
632.
633.
634.

The best part of camp was hanging out with the friends I haven't seen all summer.
Spending time with my friends.
The lake was very fun and all the activities that we did there.
Food!!!
Zipline, Food
everything
Food
zip line
Meeting new people
The best part of camp was being with friends.
Everything
finding a new friend
Deez nutz
DEEZ NUTS Prank
Learning how to shoot a bow and metting new people.
Making friends
Making new friends, and getting closer with other friends.
Meeting new people and just having a great time.
Meeting new people and making new friends
My favorite part of camp was shooting bows in Archery
One thing that I like was swimming
Pranking
Pranking
Pranking the boys
Pranking the boys at camp and poaring water on someone that wants to get wet.
Pranks
Seeing new people
Swimming
Swimming
Swimming
Swimming
Swimming and making new friends
Swimming with a turtle and crawdad
The best part of camp was swimming & pranking
The boys were really nice and chill. I liked hanging with them
To prank
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If you could change one thing about camp, what would make it
better?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

I would want to make the staffers realize that the whole point of being staff is to help the kids.
Nothing.
"elbows on the table" rule
?
1 think I would cahnge at camp is to have shorter waiting time to go on the slab because after
breakfast, we had to go in the bunks for 45 min before we could come out.
A better basketball hoop!!!
a few weeks longer
A floating dock!
a later wake up call and better beds
A little more organized
A more defining line between staff/campers/exec.staff
a softer rug at top of slide n' slide.
A)clean out the spiders from the shelter, Make everything oragnized. B) More swimming. C)
when bears are under cabins, let us sleep in the rain shelter!
activities earlier or later in the day not in the middle.
Add a water slide to the pool
Adding a water slide to the lake!
Adults take it easier on the JC's.
Air conditioned cabins and with fans.
air conditioning
air conditioning in cabins
air conditioning.
All of the bunks the same
bathroom smell
bathroom smell
bathrooms
bathrooms
bathrooms
bathrooms
bathrooms,cabins
be chill we are here to have fun
be more wise when picking who is going to be a staffer.
Because it was my first year, I didn't know anyone or anything about this camp. In addition, I
did not like how I missed father's day
Being able to bring your phone
Being able to run.
Being able to sleep in
Being able to swim more often
being able to swim when ever
Being at my cabin my cabin during freetime & learning more about my campers.
being with people one you team that you know so if your not good at making friends you won't
be alone
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40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.

better bathrooms
better bathrooms and the campfire in doors
Better bathrooms!!!
better beds
better bunks and less arguing with my best friend
better bunks/cabins
Better communication
better communication.
better food
better lapens
Better music selection.
Better planning on the Capture the Dino (the kids couldn't run on gravel, yet we had them
playing on it).
better showers!
better songs at regular camp fire
Better staff
Better tents to sleep in that keep us warm.
Between activities being allowed to go to the slab and less dress code rules.
bigger cabins
boing more
bring back the rope corse.
Bring back the rope course!
cabins
Cabins get hot so AC would be nice
Camp is perfect!
Camp is some I would't change a bit.
campfire
Change girls sleeping area so we don't have to walk up a hill.
change the 'buddy rule' from 3 people to 2.
change the timing of wake up
Clean the bathrooms
Cleaner bathrooms.
cleaning the pool so no lady bugs are in it
Clocks in the cabin and cheap water bottles
communication between staffers in regards to activities and having a better plan
cooling the cabins, AC
cub night hike
cut down on the sugar!! For every meal we have cake and for breakfast they have the most
sugary meal! No more sugar!!
definitive jobs of staff, better staff party
different activities
Different activities that are more fun
Different staff ASAP!
Do more fun things have it be more active
Don't demolish camp!!!
Don't have a wall around
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84. Don't shut it down!!!
85. Drinking hot cocoa at any time you want.
86. Encourage the counselors and staff to be more cheery and get to know the kids more. Usually
when I try to make a joke to a counselor he doesn't even respond, he/she just gives me an
awkward smile and just walks away. Maybe Jimmy or someone else should make sure they are
always happy.
87. Everyone gets a locker in there cabin.
88. Everyone goes to bed at the same time
89. Everything
90. Everything....I think.
91. executive staff to be more connected to the campers
92. Febreze in guys bathroom that works.
93. food
94. Food!
95. Foods
96. for canteen we can get 2 snacks and 2 drinks.
97. For me personally I don't like any camp so not going.
98. for the dance to be longer
99. Games, singing for stuff, and earlyer bedtime.
100. get food faster.
101. get more things & activitys
102. Get space heaters and spare blankets for campers or warning against the cold.
103. getting people not to be jerks (Larry)
104. getting rid of the ladybugs in the pool
105. getting up later/sleeping in
106. Girls being allowed to swear a 2 piece bathing suits.
107. Going home early.
108. Going overnight
109. going up to the lake
110. haunted house
111. have camp be longer
112. Have less cabin time
113. have more extra blankets.
114. Have swimming for Tribe Time
115. Have the beds improved just a little!
116. Have the beds improved just a little!
117. haveing a pool
118. haveing more small tents
119. Having 2 night zips.
120. Having a camp of only 4-H kids.
121. Having a pool with a slide.
122. Having AC in the cabins
123. having ice cream
124. Having more free time. I think it would be better so kids could do many more things that
they want to do
125. having more options for kids that dont and/or cant do a certain activity.
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126. having our phones
127. Having people stand by the line for food to make sure no one cuts in line. A lot/almost all
the staff do.
128. having phones so we can take pics.
129. heated pool
130. Honestly nothing
131. horse riding lessons
132. hotter showers
133. hotter showers
134. how cold it is
135. How executive staff and regular staff are treated make them even amounts of respect and
not have one more than the other. Make sure executive staff doesn't steal complete spot light.
136. how long it is , i want it to be longer.
137. how people act
138. I believe that since when I have first come here camp is starting to become too strict taking
away from the campers and staff experience.
139. I could change one thinga bout camp, it would be to be able to have better cabin mates.
140. I don't know
141. I don't know
142. I don't know, so nothing
143. I don't know??
144. I don't konw
145. I don't really know
146. I don't think camp needs to change because I love how much fun & engaging everything is
for both kids & staffers.
147. i dont think i can make it better than it is.
148. I don't think I would change a thing.
149. I don't think we need pool time
150. I like camp the way it is.
151. I like the way it is
152. I liked most of the last year way more, exept like sports day, water day and dance.
153. I love everything about camp but the food wasn't the best.
154. I love it just the way it is!
155. I love the camp just the way it is!!!
156. I really don't have anything.
157. I think camp is perfect the way it is.
158. I think it would be better if the schedule could be changed up once in a while.
159. I think maybe campers can become staff at 13 because I feel they are responsible enough.
160. I think that the everyone should interact together instead of the staffers doing their own
thing during team activities.
161. I think that there should be more food options and more healthy items.
162. I think they should give out water bottle.
163. I think we should have horse back riding. :)
164. I want to change the jello to red oranges.
165. I want to do the careocey and the solome judgies
166. I wish at the talent show, they announced a winner instead of making it anonymous.
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167. I wish it was 2 weeks, not 1 week.
168. I wold have liked to have more food.
169. I won't change anything.
170. I would change judgment
171. I would change nothing, nothing at all.
172. I would change nothing.
173. I would change nothing.
174. I would change nothing.
175. I would change some of the activities because some were not kid proof.
176. I would change that we don't have rest time
177. I would change that you could be with your friends most of the time.
178. I would change the amount of songs sung at the campfire
179. I would change the bathrooms because it smells bad and the showers because I had 2 cold
showers
180. I would change the campfire
181. I would change the fact that there is chaparones (probly misspelled) and have all staff.
182. i would change the length of camp because i only see my camp family once a year. so i would
like it to be longer
183. I would change the pool by sanding the pool bottom
184. I would change the SHOWERS! 5 min MAX
185. I would change the time we all wake up.
186. I would do nothing.
187. I would enjoy it if we could sit more with our friends that we meet.
188. I would fix up the cabins
189. I would get better bathrooms
190. I would get rid of singing at the campfire.
191. I would have liked to change the session times. I would have liked slightly shorter sessions
and have about 30 minutes for the kids to play or talk. That was the biggest requrest by the
kids.
192. I would lessen up the spirit wars at the campfire as they cause me to stress out every day of
the week, taking some fun out of the camp.
193. I would let the campers have more freedom.
194. I would let the campers sleep in a bit and let the campers have more freedom, with warm
cabins.
195. I would let there be clocks and there be plugs
196. I would like for some of the staff members to be less exclusive.
197. I would like more freedom on how late I stay up or go to bed and when I can be in my cabin
or not.
198. I would like more water time.
199. I would like the bathrooms to be sanitized and smell better.
200. I would make a more clear schedule to know what time and where we need to be.
201. I would make it 10 blars.
202. I would make it so that there is a person to check if someone has washed their hands before
each meal.
203. I would make more activities
204. I would make snacks available at all times
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205. I would make the dance longer
206. I would make the restrooms cleaner and more organized
207. I would make the slab bigger, so there could be more room for the dance
208. I would not change anything
209. I would not change anything.
210. I would not change anything. It is awesome the way it is.
211. I would not change it. it was already great!
212. I would not make the kids do the chores
213. I would probably change the bathrooms because they start to smell really bad after two
days.
214. I would put mosquito nets around the cabins so the bugs couldn't bother us.
215. I would really like it if people would stop judging who you are.
216. I would say either we stay for a month, not a week, or one tribe a day.
217. I would try and make everyone more comfortable with each other
218. I would try to change the plumbing system.
219. I would want boy scouts not to demolish anything(keep it the same)
220. I wouldn't change anything about camp
221. I wouldn't change anything at all.
222. I wouldn't change anything!
223. I wouldn't want to change it. I think it was amazing.
224. I'D make the cabins inside
225. I'd make the camp longer.
226. IDK
227. idk it is what it is.
228. If boy-scouts won't take over 4-h camp
229. If children was controlled better.
230. If I could change one about camp are the tents because I got bit by an ant.
231. If I could change one thing about camp I would change to have longer showers because
some people cant get their soap out all the way.
232. If i could change one thing about camp it would be the beds.
233. If I could change one thing about camp it would be to have some of the kids nicer.
234. If i could change one thing about camp would be how unfair my cabin leader was.
235. If I could change one thing I would make the dance room bigger cause it's crowded!!
236. If I could change one thing to make camp better I would like the older staff to make the new
staff more welcome
237. If I could change one thing, it would be to have more time at the activities.
238. If I could change something I would change how loud the meals get from banging of dishes
on the table.
239. If I could have one thing about camp tp make it better would be more free time because
when the team meetings are announced campers groan.
240. If I could make one thing better would be the restrooms
241. if it could be a whole week
242. if it wasn't rigged
243. If it were longer
244. If more than one person can go on the zipline and that you could go on the zipline more than
once. More free time.
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245. If older kids were with kids their own age from like 11-14 and younger kids were together.
246. If people would stop threatening me.
247. If the campers had more freedom at free play.
248. If there are not staff in the cabins chaperones should be there. Especially if they know we're
busy w/ something else.
249. if they were more organized.
250. If we could call our parents when homesick/needed.
251. If we could get better cots
252. If we could go mountain biking.
253. If we could have better showers and if the bathroom was cleaner and a little better.
254. In gogo ball, do not aim for the knees and blow.
255. in sted of a feild we have a pool.
256. including everyone and more motivation
257. Instead of 1 snack at the snack shack make it two
258. Instead of 1 snack in the shack make it two.
259. it is pretty good as it is
260. It would be to make better free choice activities
261. It would be to not change camp at all
262. It would the bugs coming to me because it bites me and it itchs. Also being in the sun.
263. Keeping it or getting it instead of the boy scouts.
264. keeping your cabin clean.
265. kill the mosquitos!! (JK) more free time for staff. Better communication regarding the
schedule
266. later lights out time
267. less break
268. Less bugs
269. less bugs
270. less bugs!!!!
271. less bugs.
272. less crowded tables at meal time.
273. Less downtime between activities.
274. less drama w/ the kids & even staff sometimes.
275. Less exclusion between the different groups
276. less free time (more activities) better less bias point system
277. less littering
278. less mosquito.
279. less mosquitoes and ants :).
280. Less red boxing. Red boxing is sending people to the water tank.
281. less rest time, letting the kids go to other cabins as long as they are in one
282. Less singing and no more chores
283. less singing.
284. Less singing.
285. Less songs.
286. Less squeaky beds.
287. Less state involvement. Let us run the camp (of course within parameters)
288. less structerd exp: more free time.
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289. Less tickets for the night zip
290. Let everyone have the campfire.
291. Let the rope coures come back
292. Let us serve our own food & more drawing.
293. Letting campers have more freedom
294. Little less cabin times during the day and more activities (including swimming).
295. Lol IDK
296. long camp time
297. longer :)
298. Longer dance and a hike deep in the forest.
299. longer dance and carnival
300. Longer dances
301. Longer short courses.
302. Longer sleep time
303. Longer sleep time
304. longer time to eat.
305. Mail call activities this year didn't seem to be as much fun as last year.
306. Make a bigger space for freetime to play like tag or touch football.
307. make another ropes course
308. Make batrooms smell better
309. Make it longer
310. make it shorter so i'm not so homesick. homes tomorrow, yay!
311. Make it so you can't send people around the water tank for no reason.
312. make more fun activities to do
313. make new friends
314. Make Nigh Zip less tickets.
315. make people not be disrespectful to others.
316. Make the bathroom smell beter.
317. Make the bathrooms smell better.
318. make the rules for capture the dino better
319. make the scary part of the night hike longer and move like last year's. Also, make the
archery range be able to hold move people.
320. Make the tree's in the ropes coares come back alive
321. Making free time 20 mins longer, or making a strong sturdy zipline.
322. Making friends
323. making friends
324. making kids friendlier because some of them were doing bad things that i didn't like.
325. Making multiple food lines so we don't have to wait so long.
326. making seperate showers for the boys.
327. making sure your cabin buddies and friends are in the same group.
328. Making the cabins.
329. Maybe a little more activities but if they don't get knew ones I will be fine. All the activities
are AWESOME.
330. Maybe do more things that have to do with gardening.
331. Maybe have a little less signing.
332. Maybe keep some blankets in storge for when people need blankets.
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333. Maybe setting up an area for kids who are afraid of loud noises and have anxiety for dinner
when it is the most loud.
334. me being a staff member. bring back the dumters for the counsalers
335. more A.C and shade on the field area
336. more activities and different activities every year
337. More activities and more tent time.
338. More activities that include everyone's participation, and not just staff.Also, wake up time
and getting to be on the same team with friends.
339. More activities to keep the kids involved
340. More activity time (canooing)!
341. more activties
342. more activties at freetime (like we wanted to set up a waterslide).
343. more art
344. more boy cabinets
345. More breaks for staff
346. more campers
347. more chaperones. more staff time off
348. More chaporones for cubs
349. More cookies
350. more cooking, and zip line tip things.
351. More dance time to dance with my friends
352. more dances
353. More days for free activities
354. More fair groups and later wake up call
355. More food
356. More free time
357. More free time!
358. More free time!!!
359. More free time.
360. more free time.
361. More free time.
362. More freedom!
363. More freedom.
364. more freedome and pleas let the older kids at lease serve their own food
365. more freetime
366. more fun
367. more games at the camp fire for the campers not the counselors
368. More hikes to the grave yard.
369. More ice cream
370. more ice cream
371. More juice and better food.
372. more keep use together with freinds
373. more night hikes (2 instead of 1), bigger place for archery, air conditioning in the cabins
374. more organization!
375. More pranking.
376. more rest time.
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377. more rule enforcement
378. more shower time
379. more sleep
380. More staff time off and water activities, more snacks
381. More stuff for the night hike.
382. more swiming
383. more teen leadership would help solidify the role of JC's, but in order for this to occur the
adult leaders will need to create space.
384. more teen staff bonding
385. more tent time
386. more things to do at free time
387. More things to do during free time.
388. More time in pool and slide.
389. More time spent with the entire camp.
390. more time to sleep
391. More time to swim and canoe on the lake. And less mosquitoes.
392. More working in nature.
393. More zipline time, more food, and heaters in tents.
394. move options for activities, some kids may not like the one during team activities but are
forced to do it.
395. much less yelling
396. My behavior towards different people
397. My friends not get yelled at for stupid stuff
398. new showers! and a snow cone mectien.
399. New staff!
400. new water heaters
401. Night hike
402. Nite zip
403. No
404. No boy drama at the dance
405. no boy groman at the dance
406. no bugs
407. NO CHORES!
408. No hills.
409. No Kp
410. no lady bugs at the pool
411. No lady bugs in the pool.
412. no misquitos
413. no more bugs
414. No morning things. Like the morning hikes and swims.
415. No mosquitos
416. No roachal, no Lucus, No Meghan, no Lizz. Also no Kaylee
417. No teesing!
418. none
419. normal temp. showers
420. not a lot of singing
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421. not being enough food. cut down songs. the lines for the food.
422. not Being gay
423. Not doing dirty abby and gabby at staff party. we teach the campers to not cuss but dirty
abby and gabby staff is allowed to cuss that ain't right
424. Not get yelled at as much
425. Not getting yelled and have my feelings get put down
426. Not getting yelled and told im doing it all wrong
427. not having "clicks" within staff
428. not having boy scouts have it
429. Not having tribes. Like choosing our own groups each day.
430. Not in the heat all day.
431. not long things for snacks and food(dinner,lunch,breakfast)
432. Not making us stay in our cabin at rest time and we could go to other people's cabin's
433. not playing certain things at staff parties
434. Not separating people out too much in case you are uncomfortable with your group so you
can be with people you know.
435. Not so much singing and being able to sit with who you want.
436. Not stay up so late and have certain things be optional. Also, get things that keep you warm.
437. Not such a long line for breakfast, lunch, dinner.
438. Not to be so hard on the JC.
439. Nothing
440. Nothing
441. nothing
442. Nothing
443. Nothing
444. Nothing
445. Nothing
446. nothing
447. nothing
448. nothing
449. nothing
450. nothing
451. nothing
452. nothing
453. nothing
454. nothing
455. nothing
456. nothing
457. Nothing
458. Nothing
459. nothing
460. nothing
461. Nothing
462. Nothing
463. NOTHING
464. Nothing
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465. Nothing
466. nothing camp is fun
467. NOTHING I LOVE CAMP
468. Nothing it is the best
469. Nothing it was great
470. Nothing it was perfect!
471. nothing its perfectly fine.
472. Nothing really. Well....get a new nurse (they are mean to me most of the time) and painting
lady, pretty please!!!!
473. Nothing to change
474. nothing!
475. nothing!
476. NOTHING!!!
477. Nothing, I think It was good as it is.
478. nothing.
479. nothing.
480. Nothing.
481. Nothing.
482. Nothing.
483. Nothing.
484. nothing.
485. nothing.
486. Nothing. Camp has been and is always perfect here!
487. Nothing. I love camp just the way it is.
488. Nothing. It is already great!
489. Nothing. It is good the way it is.
490. Now always have us in the sun..
491. Other vegetables at dinner than salad (more choices of different varies of food)
492. Paveing the roads.
493. People need to chill out more; nothing is the end of the world.
494. People not being assholes (LARRY)
495. People who are new can finded friends really fast.
496. personally for me, having to clarify personally problems before coming to camp so I would
be able to consscudrut with camp.
497. Planning more efficient such as coming together a day before to be even more prepared.
498. Put doors on the bunks
499. put the floating raft back
500. Rearrange the schedule
501. Rest time not being so long.
502. roofts
503. RX being so good
504. scheduling better
505. seperate older & younger kids
506. short courses
507. shorter/less days.
508. showers need more warm water
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509. Showers, bathrooms need to change. Other than that I would not change anything.
510. Sit by whovever we want at all meal times. Because I have best friends I want to sit by who
aren't in my tribe, or family.
511. sleep in later
512. sleep more
513. sleep outside
514. Sleeping in later
515. Sleeping in real beds and a cabin.
516. Sleeping in tents instead of under the stars (less bug bites)
517. sofa beds
518. some of the chores were a little too harsh, like scrubbing toilets and cleaning shower drains.
519. some of the food
520. someone says a bad word give them a worning
521. Something I could change about this camp, is more activities that has to do with the nature
during anytime of the day.
522. song
523. Song at meals I normally like to eat my food before being sent around the water tank or
asked how I am feeling.
524. Staff party
525. Stay up as long as you want
526. Structures.
527. t
528. Table games again (they are fun)
529. Take away the poison oak
530. talent show
531. That there is no mosquitos
532. That your could bring your pets
533. The amount of freedom/places to go without adults (make it bigger)
534. The ants.
535. the bathroom..the beds...
536. The Bathrooms
537. The bathrooms
538. The bathrooms & beds
539. The bed sheets.
540. the beds and to sleep in later
541. The bumpy road
542. The camp is fire, I enjoy it all
543. the campfire
544. The choice of staff was pathetic. There was no reason to take a day out of the week to drive
to interviews when they accept anyone. Loose
545. The dance being outdoors
546. The dance to be longer.
547. The drama.
548. The heaters could have A.C.
549. the hike
550. The Hike!!
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551. The layout of the camp like the boys cabins. only 2 boys cabins and like 4 girl cabins.
552. the one thing i would change is the night hike because every year that i have been there they
always try to scare us, can't the camp do a normal night hike
553. The only thing I would change is when I started to go to camp.
554. The only thing that would make camp better is if it was longer.
555. the planning and organization should be ready before campers get here
556. The pool
557. The pool
558. the road
559. the runing role
560. the set up meet ahead of time
561. The showers are alwyes worm.
562. The showers. It would be nice for there to be doors
563. the smell of the bathroom
564. the temperature of the pool. I 've swam since birht and the fact that it was so cold did not
help.
565. The tents make them stronger.
566. The thing I would change would be more free time.
567. the thing that I would change are putting springs on the seats on the tolits so they close and
not stay open
568. the toilets
569. The wake up call
570. the way the staff are treated sometimes also there should be way more organization!
571. The way we get our food to eat. I would make it better by making more windows to get food.
572. things being more explained no last minute changes.
573. time
574. To be able to do crafts
575. To be able to do more free choice activities.
576. to bring phones
577. To have more activities in between meals to digest the food.
578. To have more free-choice days.
579. to have snacks when ever we want.
580. To have the staff be way more organized
581. To not be as strict.
582. to wake up latter and slep longr.
583. toilets that flush
584. too much sceaming
585. wake up later
586. wake up time
587. Warm showers
588. warning about temperature
589. washer & dryer
590. we can have more feebum and not be told what to do
591. We should have horses and other animals
592. We'd do enechen
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593. Well my friend was very rude to me and made me cry. She said sorry and I forgave her, but
now I regret that decision.
594. What would make it better would be more free time and rest time.
595. when the councilers are yelling instead give them something to make them louder so they
don't lose their voice
596. you and a few friends can walk to bible roak
597. You can run!
598. Chimichangas
599. Tacos
600. More free time
601. Not singing in the morning
602. It they’re was a greater age difference between the counclers and campers
603. I would change it by having everyone come to camp on Monday till Friday instead of
Tuesday
604. Camp being longer would make it better!!!!
605. I would like to make camp better by having more swim time
606. To have a water day
607. More panking
608. Unjam the door and fix window in cabin #2 please!
609. Nothing, its amazing alreadt!
610. Pranks
611. No,as many pranks
612. To add another day
613. I would add more group activities
614. More swimming time
615. More swimming time
616. Longer camp, longer and more days of swimming
617. No more prank
618. No fishes
619. If we could swim more & do more activities
620. Councilors not fake liking campers
621. More swim time

